
UK: Tavistock Gender Clinic Forced to Shut
over Safety Fears
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The clinic has been accused of rushing vulnerable children under 18 into life-altering
treatment on puberty blockers. The clinic had been overwhelmed by a sudden increase in
referrals, particularly among young girls and children on the autism spectrum.
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Dr. William Makis MD has tracked THIRTEEN Canadian doctors that have died suddenly. He
wrote on Gettr: “All of them were at least triple vaccinated due to illegal vaccine
mandates.”
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Dr. Ute reported that there has been an increase in cancer samples from people in their
30’s-50’s, tumor sizes have increased, multiple tumors are being discovered and cancers
that were in remission are now recurring shortly after vaccination.
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Bill Gates admits in this video that COVID affected mostly elderly people, COVID
‘vaccines’ do not block transmission and that their duration of ‘protection’ is low.
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There are about 6,000 cases of monkeypox in the US, which is spread through close
physical contact, and has mostly infected gay men. New York City has about 25% of all
cases in the United States.

COVID Vaccines Can Reactivate Chickenpox
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Monkeypox is often indistinguishable from chickenpox, which, when it manifests in
adults, is called shingles. What some people are now experiencing that the media is
calling monkeypox could actually be chickenpox or shingles.
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Mick Haddock, a casket salesman, says that in the last seven months, his company
received two bulk orders, one for 200 child coffins and another for 250 small coffins.
He added that “all casket sales are up dramatically in the last two years.”
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Monkeypox has a 99.97% survival rate. Alex Berenson reported that there have only been
five deaths worldwide over the past three months. It is more than a coincidence that a
globalist organization published a paper in November 2021 predicting that there would be
a monkeypox outbreak in May 2022.
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According to a report citing an unidentified nurse, the three doctors died after the
hospital started mandating the fourth booster shot for their employees against COVID-19.
The hospital claimed that the social media rumor that their deaths were related to the
COVID-19 injection is “simply not true.”
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A sampling of mealworm, house cricket, cockroach and locust farms showed that 35% of
them had parasites that were potentially parasitic for animals and 30% of the bug farms
had parasites that were potentially pathogenic for humans. Edible insects are an
underestimated source of human and animal parasites.
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Novovaxi is being marketed to unvaccinated people as a ‘more traditional vaccine’.
However, the shot is made in India, contains the adjuvant Matrix-M made from the
Quillaja saponaria tree that has not been tested for safety, and a human cell line was
used in the testing of the vaccine. 
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Ther has been an abrupt drop in live births along with an equally sudden rise in excess
deaths among adults. This is a depopulation program.


